
Bastens.com WinchCtrl Pre-Drive Checklist 

 Plug in the WinchCtrl as indicated in Figure 1. If you are using a 2 channel 

radio than simply leave the ‘3Ch’ lead unplugged. The WinchCtrl will 

automatically detect this and enable ‘wheel wiggle’ … more on wiggle later. 

We recommend installing the WinchCtrl with the receiver, in most cases it will 

fit inside the box with the receiver as shown in Figure 2. 

 

 Always turn on your transmitter before powering your vehicle. This is good 

practice anyway but now more important because the WinchCtrl has a 5 

second calibration period at power up. During this period it is important you 

do not move the steering. The WinchCtrl needs to learn center so it can better 

listen for wheel wiggle and other reasons as well.  

 

 Enjoy! 

Three Channel Mode: If you have a toggle switch connected to 3Ch then simply flip the 

switch. Every mode change is saved to memory to then be recalled on the next power up. 

Flipping the switch will cycle through two modes 

a) throttle only 

b) throttle / winch combination 

Two Channel Mode: The key is in the ‘wheel wiggle’. Wiggle is used to flip steering 

modes when you don’t have a 3
rd

 channel. If you leave the ‘3Ch’ lead not connected the WinchCtrl will 

automatically detect this thus enabling ‘wheel wiggle’. To flip between the modes noted in the order mentioned 

in ‘Three Channel Mode’ perform the following: 

1) start from wheel center and wait 6 seconds  

2) turn the wheel right, left, right and then left within 4 seconds. If you are having troubles that maybe your 

transmitter us in ‘reverse’ than my code is expecting so then try the wiggle sequence backwards … left, right, left 

then right. 

3) mode will now change 

more on throttle / winch mode: The goal of our throttle/winch mode was to provide the first 1/3 of forward throttle 

of only winch in at full winch speed and the first 1/3 of reverse throttle of only winch out at full winch speed (throttle 

to the ESC is blocked during this first 1/3 throttle). Meanwhile the remainder 2/3 of forward and reverse throttle is a 

combination of winch in/out and the first 2/3 throttle.  

my winch is backwards, what do I do? As you can image some RC’s ESC have different throw direction. There are two ways to correct this: 

1) let the cable unwind completely letting it wind in the other direction 

or 

2) if you absolutely need the cable wind on the winch to be a particular direct (let’s say because of a special install) 

than consider swapping the red and black wires on the JST winch power connector. This will not electrically harm 

anything; it is simply reversing the polarity just like when switching from forward to reverse. There are little metal 

tabs on the JST connector that lets you remove the connector and simply sliding them back in with ease. Search the 

internet for how to do this or send us and email and we would be happy to provide you with more information on 

the subject. 

If you have questions send us an email at help@bastens.com and we will do our best to get you on your way ASAP. We reply to all emails within 1 business day (we 

take weekends off). We are here to help but we don’t have a support team waiting 24/7 so be kind and give us time to reply as we truly do want to help. You can also 

reference our the product video on our website at http://www.bastens.com/bastens-winch-control.html 

Best Regards, 

Bastens Customer Support 

            

Figure 2 – Example of WinchCtrl 
installed with receiver in an Axial 

Figure 1 –plug diagram 


